When Deputy Fallon walked into Wal-Mart, she saw someone near the candy aisle she vaguely
recognized. The person's deer-caught-in-the-headlight look was unmistakable - he recognized her as well.
Quickly, the almost stranger disappeared behind a display. Fallon coolly selected an aisle, not wanting to be
caught without cover. No one would have guessed Fallon was armed. There is something to be said about
pocket guns and pocket holsters. Fallon was wearing a tank top, lightweight shorts and sandals. A pocket
holster broke up the outline of the handgun in her pocket.
Fallon recalled the subject was a wanted parolee whom she had arrested years before. She stayed put
and dialed dispatch on her cell phone. She gave a description of the subject and some details. After a moment,
the side exit alarm confirmed the parolee's direction of travel. She updated dispatch but let her coworkers in
uniform take over when she confirmed they had spotted the suspect. While off-duty, the wisest advice is to be a
good witness and get involved only when there is no recourse. Staying alert and using the cell phone first is a
good practice when the option is available. For officers about to be involved involuntarily, however, pocket
guns can be indispensable.
"Law Enforcement Technology's" firearms test team reviewed the North American Arms Guardian in
.380 caliber (Item number NAA-380 GuardS). Testers found it reliable, easy to use and a lot of fun on the
range.
A semi-automatic pistol
The North American Arms Guardian is a seven-shot (magazine capacity: 6), semi-automatic pistol with
an overall length of 4 3/4 inches and a width of 0.930 inches. Loaded, it weighs 20.80 ounces (in .32 NAA or
.380 ACP). This means the average-sized person can wear fashionable clothing and carry this weapon
undetected.
The Guardian is a collaborative effort of two prominent U.S. firearms manufacturers: North American
Arms and Kahr. Reputably, these gun companies make some of the most popular compact guns on the market.
Teaming them on a single project is like putting two worldclass chefs in the same kitchen - whatever comes out
will catch everyone's attention.
North American Arms is known for keychain-sized revolvers. North American Arms owners have been
known to "dress up" NAA Minis with customizations like pearl grips, engraving, fancy holsters and gold inlays.
Customers can even order firearms with their names in the serial numbers.
The Guardian differs from other pocket guns because it is made almost entirely of stainless steel. It is
not a "chopped" gun, where the manufacturer shortens the barrel and grip of a current model. It is a completely
new design.

Although the Guardian is light compared to duty weapons it is on the heavy end for pocket guns. Testers
found the weight and design aided in controlling the recoil of the .380 round.
Operation

The Guardian is blowbackoperated, meaning the force of the bullet going down the barrel pushes the
brass out of the chamber while the slide extends straight back. This action is in compliance with Newton's laws
of motion.
A blowback-operated handgun has several advantages. It is uncomplicated, meaning fewer working
parts can wear out. It aIlows the manufacturer to make the barrel and frame in one piece or permanently fix the
barrel to the frame. Blowback guns generaIly disassemble into fewer parts and can be designed into smaller
packages.
A blowback gun requires stiffness in the recoil spring to keep the chamber closed long enough for the
buIlet to escape the barrel. The Guardian has a heavy slide and dual recoil springs. Consequently, it takes a firm

grip to disassemble it. The Guardian breaks down into five basic parts. Because the frame and barrel are one
piece, testers found it wasn't hard to figure out.
Magazine spring
Most handguns rely on an ejector, a piece of metal designed to "kick" the brass out as the slide goes
back, allowing a new bullet to feed into the chamber. An ejector is usually pinned on the back of the frame
under the slide near the hammer. Using a simple approach in engineering, the Guardian uses the magazine
spring to push the spent brass out of the way instead of an ejector. When the spent brass clears the chamber the
upward push of the magazine spring throws it clear. This means when the last cartridge is fired, it will not
completely clear the slide. It gets pinned in the ejection port, the Guardian's version of locking the slide to the
rear. Although it might be a surprise for the first-time user, testers did not perceive it as anything other than
incentive to avoid shooting the gun dry.
Safety
The Guardian does not have a firing pin safety. Some firearms have a mechanism that prevents the firing
pin from going forward without a fully applied trigger. The Guardian relies on the strength of the firing pin
spring to prevent unintended discharges. This worked just fine.
The Guardian exceeded the test team's drop tests. It was clamped into a vise and struck directly on the
rear of the slide with a mallet. It was dropped from several feet with a primer indicator in the chamber. Testers
could not cause mechanical failure in the firearm.
The Guardian has a long trigger stroke with approximately a 10-pound pull. This is a deliberate design
that helps prevent negligent discharges. It does not have an external safety or any other mechanism to prevent it
from firing. This makes the trigger similar to a double-action revolver. It is quick to employ and easily wielded
during fight or flight stress.
The ILS (Integral Locking Systems) safety device is available as an option, thus making them legal to
import in states that have created additional firearms laws. The ILS is a hammer-locking device, mandatory in
California. A special key fits in a hole in the grip to actuate it. When locked, the hammer cannot strike. The ILS
version is almost indistinguishable from the standard model.
Sights
The model testers reviewed came with standard sights, which are integral to the slide and frame. They
were much too small, even for occasional use. North American Arms offers several sight packages as an
additional purchase. Testers recommend a custom sight package, not only because of the combat utility but
because team members believe most owners will shoot this firearm for fun. North American Arms offers
several packages at reasonable prices. This would be the test team's first choice in purchased options.
Most people who buy a gun this small end up shooting a few rounds after purchase and then only
shooting it when required by department policy. They wince when qualification time comes around,
remembering the pounding they took the last time they had to actually shoot it. Owing to its geometry and mass,
the Guardian is forgiving when it comes to recoil, thus owners will practice with it.
Handling and other things
At the range, several test team members waited impatiently for their turn. Each tester was able to
complete a standard duty weapon qualification with time to spare, using the standard sights. Each printed rather

respectable groups, usually less than 4 inches at 15 yards. The long trigger pull made it a little slow for double
tapping but rapid-fire sequences were not a problem. The Guardian was an all-day shooter. It handled like a
sports car, where similar handguns are station wagons.
The feed ramp, the area where the nose of the bullet rides on the way into the barrel, is smoothly
polished, encouraging reliable feeding. Hollowpoint bullets with pronounced openings fed as easily as round
nosed ones. During the firing sessions, the Guardian operated without a hiccup.
One concern with small guns comes from shooters with larger hands. Usually, only two fingers can
wrap around the grip of a small weapon. The Guardian is supplied with a finger grip magazine, aiding large
fingers. Even shooters with oversized hands did not experience "slide bite," where the slide injures the shooter
as it retracts upon shooting. On a lesser firearm the web of the hand sits too high. Not only was Guardian
well-suited for most hands, everyone commented about the easy magazine changes.
The NAA Guardian comes in .25 NAA, .32 ACP, .32 NAA and .380 ACP. The .25 NAA and .32 ACP
versions are smaller and lighter. As usual, testers recommend the user consider carrying the most potent
cartridge their wardrobe will allow. North American Arms publishes ballistic tables online. The testing results
for the .380 ACP are encouraging, if not convincing.
North American Arms has a law enforcement-friendly purchase program. The company's customer care
is outstanding, including online customer support and helpful technicians. The Guardian is made in the United
States, using American parts and offering American-made accessories. The test team predicts the majority of
the law enforcement population will buy the Guardian for off-duty situations where they must tuck their shirt in.
The rest of the population will want the Guardian with exotic wooden stocks and gold inlay. These owners will
have their badge number in the serial number.
Either way, this product will give them years of service
and a little peace of mind. .
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